In modeling a system with NHPP, we generally need to estimate the parameters of its mean function A(<). In practical situations, however, there exist many cases that the parametric representation of A(<) is unknown. For such a case, Law and Kelton proposed a nonparametric estimation with a piecewiseconstant intensity function, which requires many sample data sets to obtain statistically accurate values. In this paper we propose a piecewise estimation method which covers the case that only one or a few sets of sample data can be obtained. The proposed method gives pseudo estimator by using the sample data of the adjacent intervals, nevertheless it can theoretically gain more statistical accuracy even with one or a few sets of sample data than the method by Law and Kelton. The effectiveness of the proposed method is shown by some experimental results.
Introduction
Poisson process is one of the models widely used to describe systems with stochastic events. Many actual systems such as patient arrivals at a hospital, transactions in a database system and occurrence of typhoons have been successfully modeled with Poisson process so far.
The assumptions required for Poisson process are; (1) it is a counting process starting with 0 events at time 0, (2) it has independent increments and (3) the number of events during any time interval of length T is Poisson distributed with a mean dependent on T . Especially in terms of (3) , if the number of events is Poisson distributed with mean AT where A. is a positive real constant, the process has stationary independent increments and therefore is called homogeneous (or stationary) Poisson process (HPP). On the other hand, if the Poisson distribution of the number of events has a mean dependent on both the time point t and the length of the interval T , it is called nonhomogeneous (or nonstationary) Poisson process (NHPP). Since, in general, occurrence of events depends on time, for example, peak-hour of customer arrivals at a restaurant during a day, NHPP is more applicable to many real cases.
In modeling a system with NHPP, we need to estimate the parameters which characterize the process. Since NHPP is specified by the mean function A(t), estimation for NHPP is equivalent to identifying the parameters of A(?). When the parametric representation of A(t) is known beforehand, the ordinary way of estimation is to maximize likelihood of A(t) using the collected sample data. The sample data can be collected as either time points of events or number of events in each successive time interval. Maximum likelihood estimation is applicable to whichever type of sample data; Bar-David [3] gave basic results on the likelihood function of A(t) .
In practical situations, however, there exist many cases that the parametric representation of A(?) is unknown for lack of knowledge about the determinant such as cyclic factors of the event occurrence. For such a case, Law and Kelton (section 6.10.2 in [18] ) proposed a nonparametric estimation with a piecewise-constant intensity function. In their method, dividing the time axis into nonoverlapping time intervals where the intensity function is assumed to be fairly constant, they estimated a single intensity for each interval by calculating om many sample data. Although this method is very simple to implement, it still sets of sample data for each interval in order to obtain a statistically reasonable r we propose a piecewise estimation method which is enhanced from that of n [l81 in order to cover the case that on ne or a few sets of sample data can be d gives pseudo estimat using the sample data of the adjacent intervals. Alth estimation method, we show that it can theoretically gain one or a few sets of sample data than the method by Law W the effectiveness of the roposed method by some s follows. Section 2 reviews the related previous works. hich motivated this study in order to show the actuality of s the pseudo estimator and its effectiveness condition is estimation algorithm and its experiment a1 results using section 6, we point and clarify the difference between the for more global understanding. Finally revious Works Since NHPP is applicable to many systems which include stochastic process with time-varying intensity, many estimation methods have been proposed to date. The oldest and the most basic result in estimation theory for NHPP was given by Bar-David [ 3 ] , in which the likelihood f time-varying intensity function is derived in a general form. All the previous works the maximum likelihood estimator for the intensity function were done by course of avid's likelihood function. In performing the maximum likelihood estimation, we ow the parametric representation of the intensity function beforehand. However there cases that the precise representation of the intensity function is unknown. ation of the parameters of an unknown intensity function, approximately representative functions have been used being based on knowledge of the cyclic and trend tics of the process in question. Lee, Wilson and Crawford [l91 used an exponential-1-trigonometric intensity function to model the storm arrival process at an off-shore shows some seasonal cyclic behavior. The exponential-polynomialis in a very general form and therefore it can model most of the lie behavior and trend. However, it requires very complex calculation to t because of inclusion of the trigonometric terms. Lewis and Shedler tions raised in a database system with daily and weekly cyclic patterns nomial intensity function. Although the exponential-polynomial ctable structure, if the process is composed of various types of cyclic order terms are required to be involved in the function. Kao and Chang d with a piecewise polynomial function to estimate the discontinuous intensity function appeared in the observations of the calls for on-line analysis of rams at a hospital, which includes daily and weekly cyclic patterns. process shows some monotonous trend in its event occurrence, Weibull process process is a typical model to be used. On the other hand, when we do not know any characteristics involved in the process in question, we need to use some nonparametric method. In the forementioned study by Lewis and Shedler [21] , they also used a kernel-type intensity function estimation alternatively. However it requires two very restricted functions; a bounded, non-negative and integrable weight function and a positive bandwidth function, so that it is only applicable to very limited cases. Leemis [20] proposed a piecewise linear estimator of the cumulative intensity function. This method seems to be effective even though there is no knowledge on the parametric representation of the intensity function, but it is applicable only when the sample data are collected as time points of event occurrences. When we can only collect sample data by number of events in each time interval, piecewise constant estimator of the intensity function proposed by Law and Kelton [l81 is valid. In their method, dividing the time axis into nonoverlapping time intervals, the estimator for each interval is calculated by taking the average rate of the sample number of realized events during the corresponding interval. Although the simple average of the number of events is a sufficient estimator of the mean of the corresponding Poisson distribution, many sample data sets are necessary to obtain statistical accuracy of the estimated value.
If we do not employ the Poisson basis, the estimation of the intensity function can be treated as nonparametric regression of the response function on the univariate t . The typical approaches in the nonparametric regression for scatterplots include local averaging and piecewise polynomials smoothing. The underlying assumption in these approaches is that the response on t should not change much when t does not change much. The local averaging is a smoothing method which produces the fit at a time point ti using the average of the data from the neighborhood of -tr . A straightforward method of the local averaging is the running mean. Friedman and Tibshirani [l21 gave a monotone smoother based on the running mean which is calculated from the data in the symmetric nearest neighborhood. Friedman and Stuetzle [ l l ] proposed more flexible running mean using the adaptable-span of the neighborhood. As a derivative of the running mean, Hastie and Tibshirani [l31 presented the locally-weighted running mean which adopted the weighted average based on the distance of the neighborhood point from t , . The other method of the local averaging is the kernel smoother. The kernel smoothing is to produce the fit at ti by calculating the weighted average using the kernel function over a certain span around tr . Cleveland [6] gave a kernel smoother with the length of the span inversely proportional to the local density of t . Silverman [24] pointed that the spline smoothing is approximately equivalent to the kernel smoothing. For more in-depth review of the local averaging, see Buja, Hastie and Tibshirani [5] .
In the local averaging, the selection of the span taken in the average calculation is the key to get better performance. One of the explicit and statistic-based method to select the span is the cross-validation measure (CV). CV is a nearly unbiased estimate of the error rate [8] , then the span should be selected so that the corresponding CV is minimized. Although CV is a powerful measure due to its simplicity, it is effective only if the error is supposed to be homoscedastic everywhere.
The piecewise polynomials smoothing is to replace the single response function on t with several polynomials each of which is defined over a subinterval of t axis. The technical significance in the piecewise polynomials smoothing resides in the location of the intervaldividing points on the t axis, which is called knots. Friedman and Silverman [l01 proposed the piecewise polynomials smoothing with the determination of the knots location by the generalized cross-validation measure (GCV) criterion. Agarwal and Studden [l] determined the number of knots based on the degree of the polynomial spline function used in the smoothing.
Both the local averaging and the piecewise polynomials smoothing are more general and xible estimation in the sense that they do not stand on the Poisson basis. However, it can be o said that they have to search the wider estimation domain due to ignoring the knowledge from the Poisson basis. The proposed estimator in this paper is completely based on the Poisson basis, but it seems to be similar in its procedure to the local averaging. The different oints between them are discussed in section 6.
Description of the Actual Case Motivating This Study
simulation study of a system including some stochastic elements, it is likely to be it with only one or a few sets of sample data provided to prepare the stochastic ise in our simulation project, which motivated this study, we could obtain only set of number of orders received every day for a computer product as shown in 1 shows the number of daily orders received during 96 workdays period (exclusive of weekend lid holidays), from which we had to generate random numbers for the ure 1, we could not recognize either cyclic or trend characteristics in not deduce its parametric re ntation. Nevertheless the potential der reception activity warrants isson assumptions; an order comes reception of orders and mult ders do not come at a same time. ants the independent increments and the Poisson distributed number of ins to test its homogeneity to verify that it constructs NHPP, One of t and nonparametric test method for homogeneity of random numbers is the runs at and Piersol 
Homogeneity test by runs
Here we define a run as a set of consecutive days whose numbers of orders are all consistently larger (or consistently smaller) than the median. For example, since the median over the 96 days in Figure 1 is 2 1.5, the first 6 days have all smaller number of orders than the median and then they form a run with its length 6. If the numbers of daily orders shown in Figure 1 keep the homogeneity over a certain period, the number of runs within the period falls into the range given by the distribution of the number-of-runs correspondingly to a given confidence level. The table of the values related to the distribution of the number-of-runs can be found in, for example, Swed and Eisenhart [25] . We observe 25 runs all over the 96 days in Figure 1 , which is out of the range [36, 62] for the 99% upper-and lower-side confidence level, therefore it cannot be said statistically that it is homogeneous over the 96 days.
Further we performed the runs test for the period of the day 21 through 82 within which numbers of daily orders seem to be rather stationarily distributed. The median of the 62 days period is 23.5 and 16 runs are observed in that period. Since the homogeneity-confident range of the number of runs is [21, 43] for the 99% upper-and lower-side confidence level, again we cannot say statistically that it is homogeneous over the 62 days.
Homogeneity test by square root transformation and variance test
The runs test concludes that there is no statistical evidence of homogeneity in the data of The square root transformation was originally introduced to perform a regression analysis of Poisson distributed values. Therefore the variance of the transformed variable is a residual one associated with approximately normally distributed error. This fact yields the validity to perform a variance test for the transformed variable, which requires normality assumption.
The null hypothesis here is that the transformed sample data have the variance of 114. The square-sum of sample deviations for the 96 days in Figure 1 is 124.06, and its ratio to the population variance 114 is 496.24. This value is far larger than the upper 99% point of 129.20
given by y2 distribution with the degree of freedom 95. Therefore the null hypothesis is statistically rejected, and consequently it means that not all the original Poisson variables have an identical mean. Hence it can be said that the sample data in Figure 1 do not show any legitimate homogeneity. For the period of the day 21 through 82, the square-sum of sample deviations and its ratio to 114 are 43.10 and 172.40 respectively, while the upper 99% point given by r 2 distribution with the degree of freedom 61 is 88.80. Again it can be said that the sample data during the 62 days do not show any legitimate homogeneity.
Piecewise Pseudo Estimation Using Adjacent Interval Data
Using the sample data set of Figure 1 , one easy but likely-to-be-biased way to generate NHPP random numbers is to adopt each observed number directly as the mean of the Poisson distribution for the corresponding day. However, this method is too much dependent on the only one set of the collected sample data to prevent itself from being a special case. The purpose of the proposed method in this paper is to moderate this kind of specialization to some extent.
Preliminaries
Given one or a few sets of NHPP sample data as number of realized events in each nonoverlapping successive time interval, we consider the estimation of expectation of the number of events in a target interval. We use the following definitions and notation; efinitions: (see Figure 2 ) sample data set : a series of numbers of the realized events for every time interval over the time axis unit interval : intervals in each of which the number of the realized events are collected estimation interval : the target interval of which the estimation is performed reference interval
: an interval including the estimation interval with its adjacent intervals supplement interval : intervals to be added to the estimation interval in order to form a reference interval
Notation : : number of unit intervals where the sample data are collected : number of the collected sample data sets number of events observed in the i th unit interval of the j th sample data
: number of the estimation intervals of the number of events in the k th estimation interval 
Pseudo estimator
Law and Kelton [l81 used the value of X E~ for the estimation of the piecewise constant intensity. X E~ is in itself the sufficient estimator of the mean of the Poisson distribution in the estimation interval. However, unless we obtain many sets of sample data, it does not work well. Here we propose an estimator Yk instead of X E~ , which is given by T E~ Yk = -X R~ .
T R~ ( 5 )
This estimator is to introduce the sample data in the adjacent supplement intervals into the estimation for the estimation interval. Since it is derived through pseudo enlargement of the sample size, we call it the pseudo estimator. It may violate a principle of statistics that an estimator must be derived from logically related sample data. However, if the Poisson variables in the supplement intervals had similar characteristics to that in the estimation interval (namely if they had mutually close mean values), we could take into account the sample data in the supplement intervals. We emphasize that when we can not obtain sufficient sample data sets, then it might be better to perform an imprecise estimation procedure to get a good value than a precise estimation procedure to get a wrong value. This is a kind of engineering-oriented way of thinking. At the same time, we do not intend to insist stubbornly that the pseudo estimation by (5) is always better than the ordinary one. Actually the pseudo estimator Yk gives better estimation solely under a certain condition than the Law and Kelton's method. The condition to obtain an effective pseudo estimator will be shown in the next section.
Condition of the pseudo estimator's effectiveness
In this section we show a condition that Yk gives more accurate estimated value than the Law and Kelton's. Here the word "accuracy" means the possibility that the estimator falls into a certain domain around the true expectation Het . 
1-a
When Dvk c; Dxk , Yk can be close to Hek with greater probability than X E~ . Therefore, from (9) and (14), if the following inequality (15) is satisfied, the pseudo estimator Yk gives more accuracy than X E~ .
Eliminating the common terms to both sides in (15), finally we obtain for H E~T R~ # H R~T E~ HE^ H R~ ---
The inequality (16) is a sufficient condition that the pseudo estimator Yk is effective indifferently to a . It means that when the number of sample data sets J is less than or equal to the right side value of (16), we should use Yk as an estimator for the kth estimation interval.
In course of the derivation of (16) we used Chebychev7s (and Markov's) inequality which is often said to be far from sharp (p.234 in Feller [9]). However, in the preceding discussion, no absolute sharpness is required because the inequality (15) is derived by relative comparison between the two domains (9) and (14). This relative treatment warrants the validity of (16) in spite of the dullness of Chebychev7s inequality for itself. From an application point of view, the condition (16) is still insufficient since it includes true expectations HE^ and H m , which can not be identified beforehand. Therefore we propose to use the sample means X E~ and XRI< instead of /fa and H R~ respectively as shown by (17) in order to decide if the pseudo estimator Y k should be used or not.
X E~ X R~
Although this makeshift treatment can distort the theoretical and universal validity of (16), the experimental results in the next section show that it still holds statistical effectiveness.
Estimation Algorithm and Experimental Results

Estimation algorithm
Based on the theoretical result in the preceding section, we propose the following algorithm to estimate the NHPP piecewise intensities for all the estimation intervals. (17) is satisfied. The Do loop is executed until the length of the supplement interval reaches a predetermined limit value T s k or the condition (17) is satisfied. This procedure yields the valid pseudo estimator with the possible shorter reference interval (with more adjacent sample data).
Pseudo Estimation Algorithm
Experiments
In order to confirm the effectiveness of the pseudo estimation algorithm, we carried out the experiments as follows;
Experiment Procedure:
[O] Determine I , K , U , ts and TEA as the relation (1) is satisfied.
[l ] Determine J and T s k .
[2] Generate J sets of sample data of NHPP with the mean function of A(t) by generating a Poisson random variable riij with mean ~( u i ) -~( u ( i -1)) for the i th unit interval of the j th sample data set. [3] Execute the pseudo estimation algorithm on the sample data sets. times for each variety of J and Tsk so as to obtain a purposive averaged MSRE of & and X E~ . Table 1 shows the MSREs of & and X E~ for every J and Tsk .
From Table 1 , we see that the MSRE of <S is stably better than that of X E~ for smaller J . However, as J is getting larger, the improvement rate by & becomes less significant. For T E~ = 0.05 and Tsk = 0.05, while more than 20% (= 100 -0.1790910.225 l8 X 100) is improved by & for J = l , only 10% ( = 100 -0.0197710.021 83 X 100) improvement is done for J = 10. Further, when J is large, MSRE of X a can happen to be better than that of & . For example, the MSRE of X E~ for T E~ =O. 15 and J = 6 is better than that of L. ?$ for Tsk = 0.05. These are because the ordinary sample mean X E~ itself gains its accuracy as J becomes large.
For a combination of T E~ and J , the MSRE of & is improved monotonously as Tsk increases. This is because the opportunity to find a reference interval which satisfies the condition (16) becomes larger as Tsk increases. However, here we note that the increase of Tsk means nothing but expansion of the range in which the reference interval to satisfy (16) is searched for. In Figure 3 , the increase of the length of the reference interval corresponds to the increase of the gradient of the principal axis of the parabola (A), so that the feasible F is limited to the range of small values with an extremely large reference interval. Nevertheless, theoretically speaking, the more Tsk increases, the better the MSRE of & becomes. 
Monotonous and cyclic trend case
As supplementary experiments, here we also consider a monotonous and a cyclic trend case. All the experiments here were done using the same parameters and conditions as in the irregular fluctuation case above.
For a monotone case, we chose the mean function as ~( t ) = lot3 +5ot, (2 1) which increases monotonously with time. 
which gives cyclic fluctuations with a monotonously increasing trend. Conventionally Figure 6 and Table 3 show a result example and the MSREs of fy. and X E~ respectively. Here again the estimator & generally gives a closer value to HE^ , but one can observe some reverse phenomena in this case. For example, the MSRE of X E~ for T E~ =0.15 and J = 9 is better than that of fy for T s k = 0.05 and 0.10. The other overall tendency of the results is just as same as in the former two cases. 
Application to the actual case
Admitting that we do not know its true mean function, we applied the pseudo estimation algorithm to the sample data of Figure 1 . The case corresponds to I = K = 96, u = T E~ = 1, ts = 0 and J = 1, and the limit of the supplement interval is set as E s k = 2. Figure 7 shows the result of the application of the algorithm. It shows that the estimator fy works as a moderator against fluctuations to some extent. However, if the fluctuations in the adjacent intervals are so large that they do not satisfy the condition (17) , remains as X a . This is because our pseudo estimation method basically stands on the presumption that the data in the adjacent intervals hold the mutually similar characteristics, while once no evidence of mutual similarity in the adjacent intervals is found, it does not take the risk to have a "groundless" pseudo estimator using the dissimilar adjacent sample data. On the other hand, by moderating the acceptable fluctuations, it also avoids the risk to be too much dependent on only one or a few collected sample data sets. 
Difference between the Pseudo Estimation and the Local Averaging
Our idea of taking into account the adjacent sample data in calculating the pseudo estimator is similar to the local averaging of smoothing methods. It is also true that both methods stand on the common assumption that the adjacent data (or response values) should hold the mutually similar characteristics. However, such surface similarity appears to be less important because of the following fundamental difference between them. Note that this is only the clarification of the difference, not the discussion of the pros and cons.
(1 ) Difference in conception Smoothing is a method to produce a representative function which summarizes overall scatterplot data, while the pseudo estimator is to estimate the expected number of events in each piecewise time interval.
(2) Difference in objective Smoothing is generally used in order to capture a fitting function which gives enough smoothness and continuity as well as the minimized residuals. Further it is often required to have good prediction ability for new observations in the future. The piecewise pseudo estimator is to estimate Poisson expectations with better MSRE and the resultant estimates do not form a function. (3) Difference in supposed data Most of the smoothing methods are based on the assumption that the observed data consist of true response value and associated white noise which is often supposed to be homoscedastic everywhere. Especially the span for the local averaging is determined by CV, which requires the homoscedastic white noise assumption. However, the observations from NHPP are the realization from the distribution with time-varying mean and variance. The pseudo estimation method can be applied to such time-varying random observations. (4) Difference in procedure Once the span that gives the globally minimal CV is determined, it is applied to local averaging over all the observations uniformly. On the other hand, the pseudo estimation needs the local calculation to determine the length of the reference interval for each estimation interval and consequently it gives the varying span which reflects the observations in the adjacent intervals.
Concluding Remarks
In this paper we proposed a piecewise pseudo estimation method for NHPP using the sample data in the adjacent intervals and derived the condition to obtain an effective estimated value by the pseudo estimator. The proposed method is useful when the parametric representation of the NHPP mean function is unknown and only one or a few sets of sample data can be obtained such as Figure 1 . Compared to the nonparametric method by Law and Kelton [18] , the experimental results showed that it gains more statistical accuracy even with one or a few As for the pseudo estimation algorithm given in 5.1, it can be said that the algorithm gives the best MSRE with the possible largest limit of the supplement interval Tsk . However, even ough the theoretical condition (16) is satisfied, it can give a "groundless" value to calculate e pseudo estimator by using data in the supplement intervals at a great distance from the target estimation interval. This problem is related to the principle of statistics and still remains inally, note that all the statistical accuracy of the proposed method in this paper is referred ed metrics. This implies that although the proposed method is expected to be average, it can happen to get a worse result than the other method in each 
TB ~T E~( T E~~+ T R~~) '
Consequently the feasible domain of the conditions (A2) and (A3) is as shown in Figure 3 .
